
Q7 Overall, what did you think of the
lighting options?

Answered: 31 Skipped: 4

# Responses Date

1 White is classic 9/10/2015 5:27 PM

2 need to know the cost comparison of colored vs white lighting and and longevity. I think up lighting is important. 9/10/2015 3:02 PM

3 Preferred white lights overall, maybe colored lights for holidays 9/10/2015 1:24 PM

4 I think the focus should be in safety and let the store owners decorate as they see fit. Stop frivolously wasting funds!
There are bigger fish to fry.

9/10/2015 12:26 PM

5 I think white should always be in the common areas and walking paths. But highlighting with color here and there and
esp on holidays...great look and feel to a wonderful downtown!

9/10/2015 12:06 PM

6 Keep the programmable colors and you can make it white most times and then for occasions and holidays and stuff
you can change the colors

9/10/2015 11:05 AM

7 White only! The colored lights make us look low class! 9/10/2015 7:38 AM

8 Colored lights are TACKY! Main Street is not a circus or fair. Main Street is our capital city! Keep the white lights
please.

9/10/2015 6:57 AM

9 Although they cost twice as much, the color is So much better. Some of the colors were almost too bold, can the
intensity be softened? Perhaps as the lenses get a film of dust or some sandblasting after the first few winters they
will become less bold. Perhaps the bulbs also become less bold as they age. Or, us old Yankees will get used to it!
Vote for the color, the other lights are dull in comparison.

9/10/2015 5:17 AM

10 I really did not like the red. I think white looks classy and very nice. I'm out of town so I can only judge from the
pictures, but it looked a bit bright. A little dimmer might give a softer feel. Thanks!

9/9/2015 11:53 PM

11 I like it! 9/9/2015 10:37 PM

12 I did not see them in person but I am an all white person. No color. I think it cheapens the item(s) but I love white
lights.

9/9/2015 10:26 PM

13 Keep it classy with traditional, white lighting. Avoid LED and colored lighting, it doesn't blend well with the historic
features of downtown.

9/9/2015 10:15 PM

14 Conservative usage of colored lighting for holidays suggested. Work with state to collaborate lighting of dome. Be sure
to address light pollution as much as possible.

9/9/2015 10:14 PM

15 Up lighting should not over power the street lights 9/9/2015 10:14 PM

16 There was talk about the State redoing lighting on the State House Dome but it needs down light from the top to shine
well on the dome

9/9/2015 10:08 PM

17 It may not be worth the expense, however, if any uplighting is used, use white, not colors. It looked like a carnival, not
a historic downtown.

9/9/2015 9:21 PM

18 Overall, I like the colors. It is striking at night to see the colors as it attracts the eye and gives the impression of "life"
downtown.

9/9/2015 8:48 PM

19 I think the uplighting will be a wonderful touch to our new Main St. Project. 9/9/2015 8:40 PM

20 Liked it. Go with color lights that can be used for holidays and then use white for non-holiday evenings 9/9/2015 8:20 PM

21 I liked the color lighting and strongly feel it should be a part of the main st project. The lighting adds a festive
atmosphere to main st.

9/9/2015 8:05 PM

22 If we choose the white lights (very elegant), could we use the extra money to decorate light posts for the holidays? I
didn't like the colored lights - tacky.

9/9/2015 6:20 PM

23 The white lights look great! I did not see in person, only in pictures. I thought I would prefer the colored lights, but I
don't. The white is more appropriate with our quaint brick downtown.

9/9/2015 4:06 PM

24 Skip the colored lights. Not worth the time or effort 9/9/2015 3:34 PM
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25 The white light demo was lovely (it helped that it was illuminating flowers as well as the tree). Some of the colored light
options were exquisite, others a little garish. Given that the colored light is so much more expensive, I'd vote for the
white light which is absolutely sufficient and guaranteed to be tasteful.

9/9/2015 9:24 AM

26 5. I didn't like the colored light enough to opine on it in any detail. I just don't like it. 6. I'm in between the two options. I
guess I'd say I'm ambivalent about whether or not it "should be" part of the project. I'd be happy with or without it. Cost
(to taxpayers) is a factor and I think the cost of the options should be stated in the survey. Knowing the cost might
sway my (and others') opinion, one way or another.

9/8/2015 9:08 PM

27 I felt the color lights detracted from the natural beauty of the trees....it almost seemed surreal. I would vote for white
uplighting with a possible option of trying to do something for the holiday season with color but otherwise just use the
white uplighting to illuminate the natural beauty of the tree, I also feel the uplighting does add some additional warmth
and light to the sidewalks and is an important element to include in this project.

9/8/2015 9:02 PM

28 The white lighting is more in keeping with the street front coloring along main street. The colored lighting would give
the street too much of a a Disneyland feel.

9/8/2015 9:00 PM

29 i like it ;P 9/8/2015 8:44 PM

30 The colored lights were tacky. Really liked the "natural" lights. Project is turning out great! 9/8/2015 8:15 PM

31 The white light looked warm and accented the natural color of the tree and flowers. Lovely. The colored lights looked
like a psychedelic hot tub. Not good.

9/8/2015 8:13 PM
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